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THE RL PITCH
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THE TEAM

Players on field are divided into forwards and backs.

Each position has a designated number, 1 to 13.

Numbers 14 to 17 are given to players starting on the 
bench, who will come into the game as interchanges for 
other players who are injured, in need of a rest, or for 

tactical reasons.

Typically the bench comprises two forward interchangers 
and two backs interchangers.

Each side is allowed 10 substitutions per game. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rugby_league_positions#Forwards
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rugby_league_positions#Backs
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Forwards are generally chosen for their size and strength.

They are also expected to run with the ball and attack.

Forwards are often required to do a lot of hard work in 
matches, such as making openings for the backs and 

gaining meters in field position.

Generally forwards do the majority of the work
(hit-ups/tackling).

FORWARDS
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BACKS

The backs are generally smaller, faster and more agile than 
the forwards.

They are often the most creative and evasive players on 
the field, relying on running, kicking and handling skills, as 
well as tactics and set plays, to break the defensive line, 

instead of brute force.
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Hit-Up Forward:
(Props)- 8,10 &
(Interchanges)- 16,17

Wide-Running Forwards:
(Second Rows)- 11,12
(Lock)- 13
(Interchange)- 15

Adjustables:
(Dummy Half)- 9
(Stand-off)- 6 & (Half-back)- 7
(Full-Back)- 1

Outside Backs:
(Wings)- 2,3
(Centers)- 3,4
(Interchange)- 14
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PLAYER CATEGORIES
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1: Full-Back

2: Wing (L)

5: Wing (R)

3: Centre (L)

4: Centre (R)

6: Stand-off

7: Halfback

8: Prop Forward (L)

9: Hooker (Dummy)

10: Prop Forward(R)

11: Second Row (L)

12: Second Row (R)

13: Loose Forward

14: Extra-Back

15: Spare-Back

16: Extra-Forward

17: Spare-Forward

INTER-CHANGES

JERSEY NUMBERING
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(1): Full-Back

A full-back is often the most 
complete player on the team. 

The fullback's defensive position is to 
drop out of the defensive line to cover 
the rear from the oppositions kicks and 
runners breaking the line.

They therefore usually are good ball 
catchers and clinical tacklers.

Their role in attack is usually as a 
support player to take an offload and 
keep the ball alive, or to provide an 
overlap or a different angle of attack in 
the center of the field. From their 
position behind the main line of players, 
good fullbacks watch for both teams' 
defensive deficiencies and offensive 
opportunities as they appear 
throughout a game. 
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(2 & 5): Wing

If you are the fastest runner in 
your team, there's only one place 
for you - the wing.

The wings or "wing three quarters" are 
normally the fastest players in a team 
and play on the far left and right fringes 
of the field (the wings).

Their main task is to receive passes and 
score tries.

The wingers also drop back on the last 
tackle to cover the left and right sides 
of the field for kicks while the fullback 
covers the middle. 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rugby_league_positions#Wing_three-quarters
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(3 & 4): Center

The center is always in the thick of 
things, whether in attack or 
defence. 

The centers or "center three-quarters“  
are positioned one in from the wings 
and together complete what is known 
as the three-quarter line.
Usually the best mixture of power and 
vision, their main role is to try and 
create attacking opportunities for their 
team and defend those of the 
opposition.

The job of the center is typically to 
upset the opposition, and to try and 
draw additional defenders into tackling 
him, making a breach for the winger to 
score.

They normally control/manage the 
outside offensive and defensive lines.
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rugby_league_positions#Centre
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(6): Fly-Half- Stand-off- 5/8

The stand-off or “pivot” or “5/8th” 
is the brains of the team - the 
player who makes the important 
decisions in attacks.

There is not much difference between 
the stand-off (6) and 
the halfback (7), 
in that- both players may operate in 
front of the pack during 'Forward-Play' 
one on each side of the ruck- or both 
on same side of the ruck- and both 
players may operate in front of the 
backs during 'Back-Play'- one on each 
side of the ruck/pack- or both on same 
side of the ruck/pack).
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5/8 (Continue)

The five/eighth often needs to be able to lead the team and guide the 
run of play. 

A good 5/8th is usually a good and accurate play kicker, has good 
communication with the halfback and the center-three-quarters, can 
throw long cut-out passes and have the vision to create something in 

attack with the outside men. 

This player needs to be quick and strong when running the ball like a 
back rower. 

They must also be effective in making tackles as their position towards 
the middle of the field requires a heavy defensive workload.
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(7): Scrum-Half

The scrum-half or “half back” is the 
link between the forwards and the 
backs. 

They can expect to make plenty of 
passes to team-mates. 

Scrum-halfs need to have the safest 
pair of hands on the team - as well as a 
brilliant rugby league brain. 

They are the player who makes the 
important passes and need to make the 
right pass at the right time. 

The scrum-half is the player who feeds 
the ball into the scrum. 
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(8 & 10): Prop Forward

Big, strong, dependable and 
extremely mobile - everything a 
modern day front row forward 
should be.

The props or front-row forwards are 
normally the largest players on field 
(male props typically weigh over 95 kg). 
They are positioned in the center of the 
line.

The prop will be an "enforcer", 
dissuading the opposition from 
attacking the center of the defensive 
line and in attack give the team 
momentum by taking the ball up to the 
defense aggressively. 
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Prop Forward (Continue)

Props often run directly into the opposition's defensive line, trying to break 
through with sheer force, sometimes attracting defenders for the benefit of 

teammates.

A good prop will try to keep an arm free to fend off defenders and look to 
offload the ball to a support player from the tackle.

They are expected to make “the hard yards”; going forward while being gang-
tackled by several opposition players.

Tactically they may either go down quickly when tackled and look for a quick 
play the ball, or position stand up in the tackle and offload the ball to a 

supporting player.

Few prop forwards play the full game time of 80 minutes - they are regularly 
substituted to keep them fresh.
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(9): Hooker

The hooker packs in the middle of the 
scrum's front row.

Rugby League as a code has abolished 
the line-out and then began to allow 
less contested scrummaging, the 
hooker's position, like most forwards, 
has become far less meaningful outside 
of general play. Like most forwards, the 
hooker is a work-horse in defense but is 
also expected to make powerful runs 
into the opposing tacklers. 

However the hooker is unlike other 
forwards in that he usually takes on a 
specialist role, known as dummy half. 

The play-making duties of the hooker 
has encouraged some teams to 
occasionally play a half-back in the role
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rugby_league_positions#Hooker
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rugby_league_positions#Dummy-half
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Dummy-half (Continue)

The role of acting half, acting halfback or dummy-half developed after the 
introduction of the play-the-ball rule, prior to 1907.

The dummy-half collects the ball after the play-the-ball. The hooker has 
become almost synonymous with dummy-half, perhaps because of prior duties 
in the scrum and the line-out. However any player of any position can play the 

role of dummy-half at any time, - this often happens, given the speed of 
modern rugby league which can move the position of the dummy-half greatly 

after every play. 

When the tackled player plays the ball by rolling it back with the foot, the 
dummy-half’s job is to pick it up and then make a decision about the next play.

Usually this means selecting which teammate will be the "first receiver" and 
passing off the ground.

Sometimes, though, dummy-halves will pick the ball up and go themselves if 
they see an opportunity within the opposition's defense. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Playing_rugby_league#The_play-the-ball
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(11 & 12): Second Row

Like the prop forwards, the second 
rows get stuck in at the deep end. 

The modern day second row is very 
similar to a center and is expected to 
be faster, more mobile and have more 
skills than the prop and will play 
amongst the three-quarters, providing 
strength in attack and defense when 
the ball is passed out to the wings. 

Good second-rowers combine the skills 
and responsibilities of props and 
centers in the course of the game  
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Second Row (Continue)

Second row forwards are frequently the tallest players in a rugby league team.

There are many different styles of play amongst second rowers.
A fast, attacking game is characterised by the selection of quick, elusive second 

rowers who can run out wide alongside the centers.
Indeed, some second rowers are converted centres.

Alternatively there are the powerful, industrious second rowers who are 
typically the workhorses of the team.

Operating just off the middle of the line, often at second or third receiver, they 
are involved in seemingly everything – most tackles, taking the ball up, or 

supporting any break. Sometimes they are even asked to go up the middle and 
play prop.

Also, many second rowers employ a strong offloading game.
Many teams like to send a good offloading second rower running down the 
same side as the dangerous running centres and wingers who feed off the 

space provided.
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(13): Loose-Forward / Lock

The loose forward will always be 
found in the thick of the action. 

It is a job that requires plenty of 
running, so they need to be super fit. 
Not only that, loose forwards have to
have excellent handling skills and a 
defense as tough as iron. 

They will generally top the tackle count 
at the end of the game. 
And as the last man in the scrum, it is 
the responsibility of the loose forward 
to make sure the ball is available for the 
scrum-half.

Typically they are big ball-runners who 
can occasionally slot in as a passing link 
or kick option; it is not uncommon for 
loose forwards/locks to have the skills 
of a Stand-off/five eighth and to play a 
similar role in the team. 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rugby_league_positions#Stand-off
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(14 - 17): Inter-Change

If a player is injured or just not 
playing well enough, they can be 
replaced by a substitute, called an 
interchange. 

Each team has four interchange 
replacements to choose from and can 
they come on at anytime during the 
game. 

Most interchanges are tactical, but they 
can also come on for any player who 
has been sent to the blood bin with an 
injury. 

But the interchange cannot replace any 
player who has been sent to the sin-
bin. 

Note:
10x Inter-changes @ International 
Game
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END


